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“PARADOX WAS KALMAN’S PLAYING FIELD, AND HE PLAYED IN IT WELL.”

- KATHLEEN CORGAN
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D E C E M B E R  3 1 ,  2 0 1 4

The self-described “Bad Boy of 
Graphic Design,” Tibor Kalman was 
best known for the irreverent cre-
ations of his firm M & Co. and as the 
Editor-in-Chief of Benetton’s socially 
progressive COLORS Magazine.

To Kalman, design engendered 
both culture and communication, 
bearing with it the responsibil-
ity to improve upon, rather than 

exploit, social conditions. In order 
to convey the message, he often 
leaned heavily on the vernacular, 
and was a genius at reinventing 
everyday objects and symbols to 
enhance his design message.

Kalman’s sensibilities were born 
from his status as an immigrant and 
an outsider from youth. He even left 
his first year of college to support 

The Vencemeros, a revolutionary 
group who embraced the very Com-
munist ideology his family fled in 
their migration from Hungary to the 
United States. 

This very brand of paradox be-
came Kalman’s playing field, and 
he played in it well. Following his 
earliest design work with Barnes 
& Noble, he opened M & Co., 

servicing clients like Chiat Day, The 
Limited and MTV with what he later 
sardonically described as “Design 
by the Pound.” 

A force to be reckoned with, he 
never missed a chance to stand the 
status quo on its head, paving the 

way for a new generation of design-
ers to carry on his conviction that 
design matters. 
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COLORS Magazine was  perhaps 
his crowning achievement, however 
his entire body of work stands as 
a turning point on the mission of 
design in the modern world.
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